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Figure 1: The mechatronic demonstration rig
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is not always clear for the same person.
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and electrical, mechatronical education of people working with

The mechatronics demonstration rig
and the software to control and analprovides a platform for this ed- yse data give these engineers a place
ucation. Figure 1 shows a basic to sit down and get hands-on experihardware setup.
ence of what a system like this can do
and how the system reacts to dierent
When constructing complex machines settings and hardware.
today, more and more electronic
equipment is used. This puts a high The rig is equipped with a servo modemand on the knowledge of the peo- tor, three dierent gearboxes, two belple constructing these systems. Al- low couplings, one elastomer coupling
though many of the engineers working with three dierent properties, four
on this have a good and solid back- shafts and six loads. The loads act as
ground on either mechanics or elec- dierent sized ywheels, ranging from
tronics, people who understand both (in comparison to the servo motor)
worlds are few.
very small (undersized) to large (oversized).
It is easy for an engineer with a background in mechanics to understand With the opportunity to change all
the dierences between dierent gear- these mechanical properties, the rig
boxes, couplings and how their proper- allows the user to dene very many
these systems is necessary.
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combinations to extract the required torque just passes 50 percent. In both
data for analyses.
examples the servo performs the same
motion, only with dierent proles.
Once the data have been collected For a machine with twenty servos this
from a test, dierent analysis tools can make a signicant dierence in
can be applied to the data to nd pros more than terms of energy consumpand cons of the current setup. Not tion and also on the sizes of the servos
only the mechanical properties have used.
an eect on the system, but also how
a user denes software CAM-proles1
has a major inuence on the performance.
There are numerous ways in designing CAM-proles nowadays, for better
or worse. Some ways are very complex and demands very much CPU
power to calculate, but give great results, some are easy to make but wreck
the mechanics. Using the rig to get
a deeper understanding of these designs will increase the overall eciency
when constructing machines and keep
the downtime and service to a minimum.

The interface by which the user controls the rig and performs the analysis
is implemented in Excel. All necessary commands and controls are directed with macros written in Excel,
which send commands and values to
the PLCs2 CPU via DDE3 links. This
makes it possible for anyone to use the
software without any additional software installed.

Hopefully this rig will give a solid
ground for developers to improve their
knowledge about mechatronic systems. With this knowledge they can
improve more complex systems and
thereby, in the long run, keep the maSeen in gure 2 is a test run with a chines as ecient as can be.
Trapezoidal CAM-prole where the
torque almost reaches 60 percent of For more information about this rig,
the servo maximum. In comparison, go to www.iea.lth.se and access the
gure 3, shows a case using a Mod- complete report in "Publications" and
Sine CAM-prole where the maximum "Master Theses".
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